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Overview

• Student engagement

• Student expectations

• Partnership and practice

• Partnership and policy
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Background: Student engagement (UK)

The participation of students in quality 
enhancement and quality assurance 
processes, resulting in the improvement of 
their educational experience (QAA Quality 
Code, Chapter B5)
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Background: Student engagement (US)

“the time and effort students devote to 
activities that are empirically linked to desired 
outcomes of college and what institutions do 
to induce students to participate in these 
activities” 
(Kuh, 2009: 683)
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Seven Principles of Good Practice in Undergraduate 
Education

• encourages contact between students and faculty,
• develops reciprocity and cooperation among students,
• encourages active learning,
• gives prompt feedback,
• emphasizes time on task,
• communicates high expectations, and
• respects diverse talents and ways of learning.

(Chickering & Gamson, 1987)
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UKES asks:
• how students spend their time, 
• what students feel they have 

gained from classes, 
• student evaluation of the quality of 

their interactions with faculty and 
students 

• the value of other important 
educational activities.



Factors that influence student engagement 
• Student behaviours (study habits, peer involvement, 

motivation, pre-university experiences, learning style, time 
on task). 

• Institutional conditions (demographics, policies, support 
systems, campus environment).

• Instructor (teaching and learning approaches). 
• Purpose or goal of student for post-university outcomes.
• Student engagement needs a foundation or support 

system in place that involves staff, students and the 
institution. 

• Engagement is interaction, integration, 
interdisciplinary, constructivist.
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Forms of engagement: 

• Staff with Student 
• Student with Student
• Student with Community
• Student with Content
• Student with Process 
• Student with Mentor 
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Research project

QAA-funded study
Student Expectations 
and Perceptions of 
Higher Education
(2013)



Main findings
1. Consumerist ethos: Student perceptions of value
2. Student expectations of the learning environment: 

Clear benchmarks
3. Student expectations for employability
4. Evaluation, feedback and feed-forward
5. Staff: Attributes, practices and attitudes
6. Equity of opportunity: Personalisation versus 

standardisation
7. Students as stakeholders? Community, engagement 

and belonging
8. Transition into higher education
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Engagement is a culture and attitude 
fostered towards students, led by staff



Feedback as engagement and enhancement

• An ethos 
• An active, on-going cycle
• The process, and awareness of, are 

key



Enhancement context

• Academic-led
• Identify best practice and support local improvements

• Management-led
• Monitoring and maximising institutional performance 

and reputation
• Metrics used in league tables
• Targeting ‘under-performing’ areas

• Student-led (?)
• Curriculum

• Partnership-based



What is partnership? (I)

• By working together to a common agreed 
purpose, steps can be taken that lead to 
enhancements for all concerned. 

• The terms reflect a mature relationship based on 
mutual respect between students and staff. 

• Partnership working can occur both in informal 
and formal arrangements, including 
representation mechanisms involving a students' 
association, guild or union where one exists.



What is partnership? (II)

• The terms 'partner' and 'partnership' are used in a broad 
sense to indicate joint working between students and staff. 

• In this context partnership working is based on the values 
of: openness; trust and honesty; agreed shared goals and 
values; and regular communication between the partners. 

• It is not based on the legal conception of equal 
responsibility and liability; rather partnership working 
recognises that all members in the partnership have 
legitimate, but different, perceptions and experiences. 



Partnership into Practice



Research project

• SRHE-funded study Students as co-developers of 
learning and teaching: Conceptualising ‘student 
voice’ in professional development

• Problematise conceptions of ‘student voice’ work 
in higher education



Engaging students in development
“contradicts prevailing notions that students 
do not have understanding or experience to 
inform teaching practice and that faculty 
developers or colleagues are best positioned 
to inform and guide faculty”

(Cook-Sather, 2013: 4)



Lecturer A (Humanities) 



Student B (Medicine) 



Student E (Medical) 



Questions

• How do we accommodate student voice at both 
the abstract and local level?

• How can we support students to engage in 
development without losing their ‘fresh 
perspective’?

• How can we develop partnerships without over-
simplifying staff and student identities?



Partnership into….policy



Marketisation

• Competition = Quality (?)
• Student as (rational) consumer
• Performance and accountability

…quantification of learning



Student experience data

• Consumerist approach: Satisfaction data (NSS)
• Teaching and learning approach: Engagement data 

(NSSE; UKES) 
• Enhancement and evaluative approach: Internal data 

(Module evaluation; bespoke surveys) 
• Regulatory approach: Student outcomes data (NSS; 

Continuation; Employment outcomes; Salary data)



Institutions’ feedback to and from students

• Students were very positive about institutions exploring 
the various dimensions of student engagement with 
different elements of student life

• Students voiced discontent that institutions did not seem to 
do much, if anything, with the various forms of feedback 
students provide

• For all feedback collected, have a plan for who is 
responsible, how it will be acknowledged, analysed, acted 
upon and fed back.



NSS 2017: New Questions



What is learning gain

change in knowledge, skills, work-readiness and 
personal development, as well as enhancement of 
specific practices and outcomes in defined 
disciplinary and institutional contexts



Learning Gain Findings
• What is measured depends on view of purpose 

of higher education
• Learning gain encompasses affective, 

behavioural and cognitive aspects
• Balance between methodological precision and 

practical collection and application of data
• Engagement depends on embedding into the 

curriculum
• Triangle of doom: data protection, data sharing, 

ethics



Suitability of learning gain measures

Stakeholder views
– Prospective students
– Current students
– Teachers
– Institutions
– Government

Uses
– Student choice
– Student learning
– Student qualifications
– Learning analytics
– Teaching development
– Course development
– External engagement
– Quality assessment
– Market indicators



Learning gain and student voice

Opportunities for students to be part of:

– Data gathering
– Data analysis
– Data sharing
– Actioning data
– Enhancement
– Feedback and follow-up



Engage Students!

• Challenge students
• Support students
• Inform students
• Seek, ask and report on feedback
• Provide opportunities for students
• Hold students responsible
• Work WITH not FOR students
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Thank you!

Dr Camille Kandiko Howson
c.howson@imperial.ac.uk
@cbkandiko
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